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PRO BONO DEBATE

HON. SOL WACHTLER

HON. BURTON R. LIFLAND
WADDYA WANT FROM ME?? I DIDN'T DRAFT 2-207!!!
QUESTION #2 . . . LADIES AND GENTLEMEN . . . SHOULD I ACCEPT THE NOMINATION TO THE SUPREME COURT? YOU BET YOUR SWEET BIPPY!!!

AM I THE ONLY PERSON IN THIS ROOM THAT HAS READ THIS CASE???

PROF. BUSH SEEKING DIVINE INSPIRATION . . .
YOU MEAN THAT MONROE ACTUALLY GAVE AN "A" IN CONTRACTS

NO, THE "ERA" WASN'T REALLY A BASEBALL STATISTIC

SO . . . THE GRAND POOBAH OF SWITZERLAND SUED THE EMIR OF IRAN . . .

YES, DEAR . . . OF COURSE, DEAR . . . I WON'T FORGET THE BREAD AND MILK
NO ... ONLY MY TIE LEANS TO THE RIGHT!!

YES MISS, A HIGHER GRADE MIGHT BE ARRANGED!

FACULTY NOT PHOTOGRAPHED

HOWARD I. COHEN
MITCHELL J. COOPER
ERIC LANE
ALAN LEVINE
LEWIS R. MANDEL
PATRICK L. MCLOSKEY
MARJORIE H. MINTZER
RICHARD S. MISSAN

RICHARD K. NUEMANN
ERIC D. OFFNER
NEAL R. PLATT
BERTRAND B. POGREBIN
HON. GEORGE C. PRATT
STEPHEN RACHLIN
HON. C. RAYMOND RADIGAN
STEPHEN W. SCHLISSEL
Here, preserved for posterity are some memorable and oft spoken words of our professors.

“BEGIN AT THE BEGINNING”
— MALACHY MAHON

“THE SUPREME COURT PUNTED ON THIS ISSUE”
— STUART RABINOWITZ

“I’M TROUBLED BY THAT”
— MITCHELL GANS

— LAWRENCE KESSLER

“A CLIENT WHO OWNS A SHOE STORE COMES INTO YOUR OFFICE AND SAYS HE IS BANKRUPT. WHAT DO YOU TELL HIM?”
— ALAN RESNICK

“WELL . . .”
— PATRICIA ADAMSKI

“LET’S SAY YOU HAVE A PLAINTIFF IN KANSAS”
— DAVID DIAMOND

“DON’T FORGET TO SHEPARDIZE”
— EUGENE WYPISKI

“THAT’S INTERESTING!!”
— ROBERT BUSH

“TO ANSWER MY OWN QUESTION # 10 . . .”
— RONALD SILVERMAN

“WE’VE GILDED THE LILY ON THIS ISSUE”
— JAMES HICKEY

“YOU’RE RIGHT BUT YOUR WRONG!”
— MONROE FREEDMAN
THE STUDENTS LIST OF
DISTINGUISHED
PROFESSORS

STUART RABINOWITZ — THE “PEPTO BISMOL” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF MAKING STUDENTS ILL DURING ON THE CIVIL PROCEDURE FINAL.

MALACHY MAHON — THE “EVELYN WOOD” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF VERBALLY SPEED-READING THE U.C.C.

JAMES HICKEY — THE “GENTLEMAN’S QUARTERLY” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF STYLE.

MONROE FREEDMAN — THE “FAUST CORPORATION” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF LOW GRADING.

LAWRENCE KESSLER — THE “HUSTLER MAGAZINE” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF SLEAZY HYPOTHETICALS

BERNARD JACOB — THE “BAUSH & LOMB” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF EYEGlasses.

LINDA CHAMPLIN — THE “PHILLIP MORRIS CORP.” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF CIGARETTE SMOKING

DWIGHT GREENE — THE “McDONALDS” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF EATING JUNK FOOD IN CLASS.

LEON FRIEDMAN — THE “AYN RAND” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF EGOISM.

SAMUEL KAYNARD — THE “PAPARAZZI” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF PHOTOGRAPHY OF GUEST SPEAKERS

ERIC SHMERTZ — THE “H.G. WELLS” DISTINGUISHED DEAN OF INVISIBILITY

DAVID DIAMOND — THE “STAR TREK” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF INTERPLANETARY JURISDICTION

ALAN RESNICK — THE “REEBOK” DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR OF PACING BACK AND FORTH IN FRONT OF THE CLASS.